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ENTHUSIAST 
   Flaggers on June 1 & 2    2023  

Our flaggers, at lower right, look tiny against the debris-crash fence, 
which looks tiny next to the parking garage building lined with race fans.   
 
The several RenCen buildings tower above the whole course. 
 
A lot of people work in this area.  There are several multi-story parking 
buildings.  Fans were invited to watch for free from these rooftops. 
 
Looking out on a portion of the course must have been amazing. 
Being part of the race communication team, as the edge of the track is 
still THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE. 



Even arriving early for the Registration Banquet meant waiting for the 
crowd ahead to register.  2 hours later, I went back to the Registration 
desk.  When everyone was registered, the registrars were much happier.  



As things wind down, Cindy reviews the registration packets not yet 
handed out.  Many of the last to leave were firemen. 



Here we are back in time to rush-hour at DGP SCCA registration.  After 
folks show their ID, and get their yellow envelope, they line up again for 
a wrist band, installed by the two women at the bar, above and below.   



More pics of the Registration folks hard at work, above and below. 



Mary Shiloff has been part of the Detroit GP team since its earliest days.  
She has also been doing this for other events that I have volunteered at, 
like stage rally.  Gerry Shilof hands out tee shirts, below. 



Happy volunteers with tee shirts and envelopes, above and below. 



In my youth, the hydroplane boat races between Belle Isle 
and Detroit were a very big deal.  The best place to watch was 
from Sinbad’s or the ROOSTERTAIL next door.  Good times.  
I have not watched a boat race here in 50 years. 



Our leader, Patrick, 
speaks to us after 
most have eaten. 
He managed to solve 
a wide range of trou-
bles, making the race 
weekend pure fun for 
us volunteers. 



Bob Duncan has been a part of the Detroit race since the early years.   
I prefer to be the fly-on-the-wall photo guy, over being the face of my fel-
low volunteers, with folks either posing or hiding. 



For those who 
have attended for 
years, there are 
always a lot of 
familiar faces at 
the welcoming / 
registration party. 
 
Since not every-
one drops in for 
the end-of-day 
dinners on Friday 
and Saturday, the 
Thursday event 
and the morning 
meetings are our 
best chance to 
visit with old 
friends. 



Sinbad’s collected empty plates, so only drinks remain on tables. 



Steve and Bob, above, would work on the same turn (9) on the course. 
Diane is wearing a mask sitting beside Ed.  



Nice seeing 
a lot of  
Cindy and 
Brian (at 
right) 
through the 
weekend.  
The same 
lady has 
been in 
charge of 
Sinbad’s 
buffet for 
many 
years, but 
she was 
reluctant to 
pose be-
side the 
trays of 
wonderful food.  She suggested that I photograph one of my fellow  
diners instead. 



After 30+ years of meeting in the open air beside the race track on Belle 
Isle, our Friday morning meeting was held in this room in the RenCen.  
No need now to stop the meeting, while a street-sweeper roars past.  ;-) 



Below, Bill Armitage and Cindy speak with a couple of start-line staff. 



More pre-meeting, pre-donut conversations. 



A coffee station opened near the doorway (back of the room) then a 
woman brought in a dozen boxes of TIM HORTON’S donuts.  In spite of 
the table’s disarrayed appearance, ‘donut time’ was very orderly.  :-) 
While Bill is relatively new to the Detroit GP team, we have worked with 
him for nearly a decade at events from Indy to COTA.  His events run 
smoothly and well.  Without flash, the whole room is lit the same, and a 
bit yellow, and any movement makes the pic blurry. 



Patrick Barber, above, spoke to us above.  He solved most problems 
before most of us were even aware they existed.  Even with lots of 
empty seats , some preferred to stand. 



The meeting ended with instructions on the route to the shuttle-trucks, 
and the time to have comms up and running.  Above, everyone files out 
of the room and turns left.  Getting lost in the labyrinth of hallways is al-
ways a risk in a mega building, unless you are following an experienced 
crowd.  Below, the flaggers clamber onto big new pickup trucks.   



Some, like FLAGGER ED (below, right) and I walked to our corners. 



The shuttle-driver below left, ensured that minimum safety standards 
were met.  Everyone had a hand-hold, no one rode in a precarious way. 



Smiles from my new friend from Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, Dave, 
above, and from John, who has been a friend for more than 50 years. 



Lon smiles from the open doorway of the cargo van above.  The lead 
pickup shuttle has left the loading zone below. 



The tall fence above is to 
keep racecars and bits 
from ‘escaping.  The 
hard-to-climb 6’ steel 
fence just keeps fans out 
of our worker-zone, 
which ran most of the 
way around both sides of 
the track.  When I drove 
out of the tunnel almost 
60 years ago, the tallest 
structure in the area was 
the building whose fans 
forced fresh air into the 
tunnel.  Beaubien and 
Brush were lined with 
scruffy low rise bars and 
rooming houses.  Ram-
pant crime and 700 mur-
ders a year did not deter 
my commutes, in my 
356A Porsche, my 
Yamaha bike or on foot. 



After most flaggers were in their stations, AMR and other service 
vehicles circulated on the course.   



Lined up with the RenCen and the victory podium, you get the uplifting 
image above.  Below is the awards area.   



I have seen the RenCen, since it was first under construction, from 
Windsor, and from Belle Isle.  I watched it grow almost every day in the 
70s.    I had not seen it in its current configuration from its own plaza un-
til this month.  It is a truly memorable sight.   



Early morning sun on the Ambassador Bridge.  Over the years that we 
were on Belle Isle, I got some great pics of this bridge with even more 
dramatic lighting.  My university was under the left end of this bridge.  

This big American Casino was built 
on the Windsor Ontario side of the  
Detroit River to entice US gamblers. 



The vast extent of concrete plaza across Atwater St from the RenCen 
has many dark blotches.  Each one is a landmass.  Above are New Zea-
land, Tasmania and Australia; below are India and SE Asia 



Above is North America with  
Central America to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
South America 



PALMER operates the 
hard-wired race communi-
cation system, with which 
each corner reports inci-
dents to  
RACE CONTROL.   
 
There is always ample 
RED CORD for the Comm 
person to move about as 
needed.   
 
Another piece of comm 
equipment has been bolt-
ed to the spectator fence 
at right.   



Cindy and I helped a technical services woman to get the stiff black fiber
-optic out from under the steel-pipe bases of the spectator fence.  With  
more than 100 racecars on track for most of this 30 hour weekend, a lot 
of tires must be replaced.  The FIRESTONE techs below get ready. 



One of the turn 7-8 station teams attach race schedules and car pics to 
the wall, for quick reference during practice and qualifying. 



 



The team is ready for cars, above. TV coverage needs good sound.   
The fuzzy cover reduces any wind noise. 



Jim checks out the radio that backs up the land-line comm system. 



Minutes before the first cars, a second team is ready. 



We show an IMSA car the green flag.  Below is one of many LED signal 
lights that are used to emphasize flag condition warnings. 



The flag station above is at the exit from turn 7.  #43 is very close! 



This Detroit Fire Dept. boat patrolled a few yards off-shore near Turn 7.  
In 1982, at tunnel entrance, they dropped off more than 100 lunches, for 
us and for the fire-rescue boat crews.  It is unlikely that a racecar will hit 
the water, but organizers and insurers want to be ‘prudent’.  At my turn 
at the Columbus IMSA races in 1986-87, we had fire-rescue boats in the 
river near the bridges that the cars raced on. 



I convinced a few of the pass-checker GP Association red shirt folks that 
they should train and come back in 2024 as flaggers.  2 such prospects 
speak with Dave at Turn 1, below. 



The team at turn 2, above and below, have a great low-impact view of 
the racing.  The TV camera at 2 was mounted on this big scissor-lift. 



The cars were fastest approaching turn 3, where the latest FIA-approved 
wall and fence system was installed.  The yellow flag-window was taller 
than usual, but not very wide.  As a bolt-on accessory, a large chunk of 
debris is less likely to fly through.  Overall, the new system looks like it 
will protect us in rare situations where we might be injured. 



All 4 of these flag stations were protected by the new FIA barriers. 



John got back to his Corvette experience of decades ago, by using the 
flexible bike-lane post as a 5-speed shifter.  :-)  



Another of our SCCA friends from years ago, Eric, visited above. 



Jim waves the red flag to this red racecar.  In some race series, red 
means stop here and now.  In others it means slow and go to the pit. 



At right, the flag 
station is half-
way from turn 5 
to 6.  Banners 
appear where 
TV coverage 
points.  In the 
turn 6-7 seg-
ment, These 
banners 
blocked the 
view of the 
cars.   
Sitting is usually 
forbidden, but in 
this case, it  
enables watch-
ing the cars  
unimpeded.   



Except for otherwise-attributed material, all other photos and text in this issue 
produced by David Grant.  We hope you enjoyed them.   

Copyright  2023  D. Grant 

 

Comments & Stories with Pics are always welcome!! 
You can write to us at raceofficials@gmail.com 

 

Sportscar Enthusiast @raceofficials is on Twitter & Facebook.  
Search for “raceofficials” and you will find us.   

Please click Like, Follow & Share.   

Thanks!  

The flaggers at turn 5 had to work among a lot of comm boxes and  
massive coils of wire.  They were also up against a big scissor-lift TV 
camera.  Windsor’s skyline is below. 


